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FOR CANADA AND CANADIANS, AND IN PARTICULAR FOR THOSE
who take an interest in the nation’s monetary heritage, Tuesday, November
15th marked, one might say, the beginning of the end. The end of paper

money, a tradition of two centuries and more. The beginning of the polymer era.
Through thousands of bank branches, large and small, from Atlantic Coast

to Pacific Coast to Arctic Coast, the occasion celebrated the release of Bank of
Canada polymer (“plastic”) currency. The Sir Robert Borden, brown $100, had

come with supporting literature on further polymer notes
to follow: $50, $20, $10, and $5. Canada’s $2 denomina-
tion has been a largish bimetallic coin since 1996, and the
basic $1 note gave way to the 11-sided “loon” coin 25
years ago this month. Validating signatures (on plate) on
polymer hundreds are Tiff Macklem, recently appointed
senior deputy governor, and M. Carney, governor. With
the new hundreds also came directions that any paper
hundreds on hand or received from the public were not to
be issued or reissued, but rather to be “cleared” to the cen-
tral bank for destruction . . . or so bankers have been
telling me.

Three earlier issues (1975, 1988, 2004) also
depicted Borden, who had been Canadian prime minister
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Sir Robert Borden,
Canadian Prime Minister
(1911-1920), has become
identified with the $100
top denomination, and is
featured on Canada’s first
polymer note, released
November 15th.  The note
reverse highlights Medical
Innovation.  Earlier paper
$100s are being aggres-
sively withdrawn, and four
further denominations will
complete Canada’s poly-
mer changeover by 2013.
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from 1911 to 1920. Those who were featured on still earlier hundreds include
Elizabeth II as Canadian queen (1954 issue), and Sir John A. Macdonald, first
Canadian prime minister (1937 issue).

“Check to Protect: Bank notes are secure only if you check them,” is the
headline message in the leaflet, Canada’s new po lymer notes: Secure, Durab le,
Innovative, currently being made available by the Bank of Canada through bank
branches.  See-through windows with portraits are featured on these polymer notes,
rather imaginatively as has been the case for polymer issues of other nations. 

New Canadian note issues in recent years have been submitted to the pre-
liminary scrutiny of “focus groups,” which currently base their comments on mock-
ups (preliminary versions) of proposed note designs. Two or three types of errors
may be perceived or suspected, and normally would be corrected prior to any large
initial press run. There might be an outright blunder, going to press undetected.
Unlikely, but it did happen in Canada in 1900, when a new $4 bill honoring mar-
itime shipping depicted the locks at Sault Ste. Marie. A knowledgeable glance at the
photograph or the corresponding engraving would have identified the American, not
the Canadian, locks. A new release, dated 1902, correctly depicted the Canadian
locks, but such errors do occur on tokens, coins, notes and such. A related error
involves the note color, inscription, or layout . . . important in any country where

Brochure from the Bank of
Canada describes the new
security features of the
$100 polymer note, and
the release schedule for
the additional denomina-
tions.
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colors long have been used to distinguish denominations. The Edward, Prince of
Wales, $2 note of 1897 had its back changed from red-brown to dark brown during
the initial (Courtney) signature period. The Bank of Canada King George VI $1 of
1937 had its face redesigned to permit larger signature overprints roughly 60 million
notes into that 17-year issue.

More insidious, and tougher initially to spot, are images which, with imagi-

nation, reveal ambiguity—a design element could be misconstrued. Canada’s best-
known example—truly world class—has to be the “devil” or monkey, or whatever,
at the Queen’s ear . . . a “face” illusion in the royal coiffure (painfully evident once
you’re shown it) on all eight denominations of the central bank’s 1954-dated release
. . . tens of millions of the relatively early notes. Someone, in due course, checked the
exclusive picture from which the engraving had been done, and the photo also
seemed to show a face. The engraving subsequently was “modified,” but it’s the sort
of illusion that a focus group, had the central bank had them way back then, might
or might not have discerned. 

Optical-type illusions of international interest have been observable on a
range of world notes, and on postage and revenue stamps and other such entities.
Two favourites in my own collection are the German “reparations” alleged reference
of 1922 the 10000 mark denomination of Reichsbanknoten issues of 1915-1924),
and the Seychelles “sex in the palm fronds” image in five releases of the 50 rupees
higher value of 1966, 1968, 1970, 1972, and 1973.

The German inflationary note is relatively common, shadows on the neck
and throat of the male, head-and-shoulders likeness at right symbolising for some a
vampirish drawing-off of German vitality through reparation payments, though
whether the note designer had any such thought, we cannot know. The more recent
Seychelles note spells out S-E-X in overlapping palm fronds to the right of a familiar
version of the Queen Elizabeth II portrait. You can’t miss it once you spot it, but
clearly no one did spot it during the British interval of note design and production.
Seychelles 50 and 100 rupee notes of this time are scarce in collections, primarily
due to their high denomination. Their successors were a routine Republic of

Canada’s best known
paper money illustion, the
‘devil” (or “monkey”) face
at the Queen’s ear, is rep-
resented by this low num-
ber release of 1954, as
shown modified on a
Centennial commemora-
tive dollar of 1967.  The
latter is an asterisk
replacement note, a col-
lectible variety no longer
readily identified on
Canadian releases.
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Seychelles release of 1977 and a Seychelles Monetary Authority first issue of 1979.
Plastic “folding money,” as we have come to know it, has seen service in

two distinct varieties, the heavier Tyvek, which has gone on to other usefulness, and
the Australian–produced polymer, which has been receiving increased attention, as
currency material, worldwide.

Tyvek, as a basis for bank notes, was promoted by American Bank Note
Company, entering service between 1980 and 1982 . . . Haiti adopted a full set of
Tyvek notes. (As Bradvek, the same product was used for Bradbury Wilkinson
clients on the Isle of Man.) The product lives on, though not (except historically) as
“folding money.” Locally, I see Tyvek as “Homewrap,” an insulating underlayer in
house construction, and in diverse specialized uses, including tear-free envelopes.
The thinner, better handling polymer has become the “plastic” of choice for world
currency. The collecting and exhibiting of polymer money has indeed become a spe-
ciality in itself.

With the coming of polymer, and indeed with the decades of enhanced
security that led up to it, you sense unprecedented challenge to those who design
currency, and who mass-produce it. From Australia, New Zealand, and Papua New
Guinea, across seas and to other continents, polymer has well shown its monetary
utility—over a span of, say, 25 years. The challenge is to bring together highly
diverse components, in an optimal, visually pleasing fashion, and it has been instruc-
tive to view how skill in this area has grown. Combining design elements, multilin-
gual text and difficult polymer-related enhancement is something that we can watch
with interest over years and decades to come.
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Use of multiple languages
on a note or coin can add
a design challenge.
Canada replaced 1935-
dated English or French
notes with a bilingual
release two years later,
and use of languages on
the new Robert Bordon
$100 is interesting.
Languages can pose a
challenge, but problems
can be solved, as on this
Republic of Singapore
$100 note of the recent,
popular “ships” issue.
Singapore has four official
languages, and all appear
on the note.  The Z/1 pre-
fix denotes a replacment
issue.  Singapore adds a
challenge to collectors by
extending each series to
$1000 and $10000 denomi-
nations.
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